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The SAGE Encyclopedia of Economics and Society (2015, 9781452226439, $650) is another cross-disciplinary reference work published by SAGE Publications. Edited by Yale University’s Frederick F. Wherry, it consists of nearly 800 entries stretching over four volumes. Employing a straightforward A-Z arrangement, the articles in this reference seek to demonstrate how economics exerts a key influence on society and culture.

In examining this set it becomes obvious that the scope of coverage is far reaching. The impact of economics is explored as it relates to broad areas of concern as diverse as advertising and marketing, crime and the law, immigration, household finances; education; arts and culture; health care; religious life as well as a number of other subjects. As such, individual articles deal with the economic factors in a variety of specific topics including political advertising; cultural tourism; corporate crimes; Obamacare; 401k accounts; the minimum wage; telecommuting; customer satisfaction; crowdsourcing; moral values and markets and numerous others.

Naturally, articles are fact filled and contributors often use a variety of data to support their discussions. However, economic statistics do not deter from article accessibility. Entries are written in a style that will be understandable to informed lay readers as well as undergraduate students. While much of the discussion focuses on the United States, international conditions are also considered. The set is text rich with a few tables and charts interspersed when useful. All articles are signed and relevant bibliographies are provided for each article to encourage further exploration. Value added features include a Reader’s Guide that lists articles by 15 broad categories, a glossary, and a resource guide listing data sources, books, journals and Websites. Finding aids include “see also” references as well as a comprehensive general index.

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Economics and Society clearly shows the often dominant role that economics plays in society and culture. While this should come as no surprise, Mr. Wherry and his contributors have done a real service in highlighting the many specific areas where economic concerns come to the fore. They do so in a scholarly but reader friendly way that serves the interests of researchers well. Academic libraries supporting classes on economics and its impacts will definitely benefit from the cross disciplinary treatment afforded in this SAGE reference set.

Like all SAGE encyclopedias The SAGE Encyclopedia of Economics and Society is available online via the SAGE Knowledge platform. (For a discussion of the search capabilities of the SAGE Knowledge platform see September’s “From the Reference Desk”.)

Graphic Novels Core Collection (2016, 9781682170700, $295) is the newest title in H. W. Wilson’s respected series of “core collection” reference books. While the series is currently published and distributed by Grey House Publishing, the high editorial quality one expects from this series is still maintained. However, the title of the book is slightly misleading. It actually provides a selective list of both “fiction and nonfiction” comics and graphic novels.

This first edition reference is an attempt to meet a need created by the exponential growth of graphic novels. It offers expert guidance to librarians and others interested in collecting graphic novels and comic books in selecting the best titles in a variety of categories. The book is arranged in four major sections divided into age levels including Pre-Kindergarten to grade 5; Grade 6 through 8; Grades 9 through 12; and Adult. Within each section entries are listed alphabetically by author or creator, followed by the title, publisher, date, specific grade levels, classification numbers, subject heading, ISBNs and price. This information is followed by an annotation/abstract that selects will find of value in ascertaining the suitability of each book for their collections. The bibliographic information provided for each title is thorough and the annotations offer relevant information in guiding purchasing decisions, not to mention aiding librarians in readers’ advisory efforts. Aside from the basic organizational scheme, finding aids includes both a title index as well as a very impressive subject index. Approximately 3,500 individual titles are covered.

Graphic Novels Core Collection should prove to be a primary resource for public and school libraries in helping fill their collection needs, advising readers and teachers, verifying bibliographic information and in overall collection maintenance. However, academic libraries that support education curriculums offering classes on reading in kindergarten, elementary, middle school and high school will also find the selection recommendations here of value. As far as online access goes, Graphic Novels Core Collection is an abridgement of a database by the same name available via EBSCOhost. For more information see https://www.ebscohost.com/public/graphic-novels-core-collection.

Salem Health: Psychology & Behavioral Health (2015, 978-1-61925-543-2, $495) is now in its 4th edition and once again fills five volumes. The set consists of 690 essays of which 100 are new with the remainder having been reviewed and many of those updated. There are almost 150 sidebars and charts along with some 169 photos and illustrations supplementing the text.

According to the publishers’ introduction coverage includes “core aspects of behaviorism, cognitive psychology, and psychoanalytic psychology” as well as “diagnoses, disorders, treatment, assessment and notable individuals in the field.” As is typical with Salem Press publications, each entry utilizes a similar format. In this case, entries start by noting the type of psychology the topic falls within and then provides an abstract of the entry which is followed by a list of key concepts. An introduction to the topic follows which leads to a more thorough discussion and analysis of the topic. Each entry ends with a bibliography and list of “see also” references. This approach provides a dependable consistency as well as the ability to focus on the most germane elements within the topic.

The articles offer a scholarly treatment of the topic but one that will be understandable to a range of readers from upper division high school students to undergraduates to informed lay readers. Each furnishes a well-rounded discussion that places the topic within its psychological discipline as well as continued on page 59
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Extra Servings

ABC-CLIO has recently released a couple of titles:

- **World War II: The Definitive Encyclopedia and Document Collection** (Sept. 2016, 9781851099696, $520; eBook: 9781851099696, call for pricing) is a five-volume set edited by Spencer C. Tucker. "This encyclopedia represents a single source of authoritative information on World War II that provides accessible coverage of the causes, course, and consequences of the war. Its introductory overview essays and cross-referenced A-Z entries explain how various sources of friction culminated in a second worldwide conflict, document the events of the war and why individual battles were won and lost, and identify numerous ways the war has permanently changed the world..."

- **Historic Sites and Landmarks That Shaped America From Acoma Pueblo to Ground Zero 2016 Sept. 2016, 9781610697949, $189** edited by Mitchell Newton-Matay. It is a two-volume work that "encompasses more than 200 sites from the earliest settlements to the present, covering a wide variety of locations. It includes concise yet detailed entries on each landmark that explain its importance to the nation. With entries arranged alphabetically according to the name of the site and the state in which it resides, this work covers both obscure and famous landmarks to demonstrate how a nation can grow and change with the creation or discovery of important places..."

**SAGE** has a few new and upcoming titles:

- The **SAGE Encyclopedia of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2nd edition** (Oct. 2016, 9781483386898, $650) is a recently published reference edited by Steven G. Rogelberg of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. It is a four-volume work that follows the initial edition "nearly ten years later," and "presents a thorough revision that both updates current entries and expands the overall coverage, adding approximately 200 new articles, expanding from two volumes to four. Examining key themes and topics from within this dynamic and expanding field of psychology, this work offers a truly cross-cultural and global perspective..."

- The **SAGE Handbook of Electoral Behaviour** (Oct. 2016, 9781473913158, $390) is edited by Kai Arzheimer, Jocelyn Evans, and Michael S. Lewis-Beck. It is a two-volume set that takes "an interdisciplinary approach and focuses on a range of countries. The handbook is composed of eight parts. The first five cover the principal theoretical paradigms, establishing the state of the art in their conceptualisation and application, and followed by chapters on their specific challenges and innovative applications in contemporary voting studies. The remaining three parts explore elements of the voting process to understand their different effects on vote outcomes..."

- The **SAGE Encyclopedia of Abnormal and Clinical Psychology** (Apr. 2017, 9781483365831, $1300) is a seven-volume set edited by Amy Wenzel from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. This encyclopedia is projected to include "more than 1,400 entries that will provide information on fundamental approaches and theories, various mental health disorders, assessment tools and psychotherapeutic interventions, and the social, legal, and cultural frameworks that have contributed to debates in abnormal and clinical psychology..."

Salem Press also has a couple of new titles in the offering:

- **The Criminal Justice System** (March 2017, 9781682173107, $295; eBook: 9781682173107, single user, $295) is in its second edition. This new version is a three-volume set that has been "completely updated, covering the most important aspects of criminal justice in the United States. It details the commission and frequency of crimes through the investigation, apprehension, prosecution, and punishment of wrongdoers... Five indexes and a multitude of informative appendices round out the text. Designed for high school and undergraduate researchers, as well as public library patrons, this clear and authoritative source is an engaging resource for this high-interest subject area."

- **Racial & Ethnic Relations in America** (Apr. 2017, 9781682173152, $295; eBook: 9781682173169, single user, $295) is another three-volume set that is in its second edition. "...Over 900 entries present clear, detailed descriptions of ideas and theories, descriptions of people and events, and essential facts about court cases, laws and movements. This new edition features a full update of existing material, taking into consideration new terms and language regarding race. Hundreds of articles have been added to this edition, including: Black Lives Matter, Black LGBTQ Violence in Black Communities, Black Education Achievement Gap, Black Mass Incarceration, Inner City Youth Employment Crisis, Victimization and Black Reparations, and White on Black Killings..."

In addition, Macmillan Reference has recently published a new title:

- **Biology, 2nd Edition** (Feb. 2016, 9780028663715, $760) is a three-volume set containing "439 A-Z entries covering biological concepts, the history of science, such critical issues as embryogenesis and the commercial applications of research, ethical issues, and careers in biology..." This edition highlights advances in biology that have taken place since the beginning of the 21st century and topics of contemporary interest, including molecular genetics, biotechnology, human physiology, biodiversity, and ecology. Biographical sidebars feature scientists who have made significant contributions to their fields..."